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(Bonus #1)$297 in Free, Video Based Life Coach TrainingWhen you purchase a copy of Become a

Life Coach, you'll be eligibleto receive "The Interview" training - our strategic visioning tool forlife

coaches that you can use to: Get Clear on Your Own Dreams and Goals Put a Specific Plan in

Place to Achieve Them Take Action to Get Yourself There Help Your Clients Follow the Same

Process!(Bonus #2)Free Audiobook and Action GuideWhen you purchase your copy, get access to

the free audiobook and action guide journal!Become a Life Coach is packed with the 10 "critical

questions" that we wish someone had asked us BEFORE we got started with our own coaching

practices.As you answer these questions, you'll emerge with a clear picture of whether becoming a

life coach is truly for you and if so... how to go about building the coaching practice you've always

wanted!Plus, these questions will help you to avoid the pitfalls that stop most new coaches before

they even get started! Again, we wish someone had asked us these questions when we were just

getting started. These concepts would have helped us to build six-figure coaching practices even

faster! (That's why we want to offer them to you!)On top of the 10 "critical questions," don't miss out

on the 5 Secret Question Asking Strategies that we also include in the book. These powerful

concepts are proven to help you be more effective in EVERY conversation... whether you're

coaching a client, helping a friend or talking with a teenager! Plus, you can start using them

immediately!If you're trying to figure out whether becoming a life coach is a good fit for you. If you're

wanting to avoid the traps that stop most new coaches in their tracks. If you're wanting some key

strategies that will help you to get up and running as a successful life coach fast... this book is for

you!Scroll up and click "Buy Now".And when you do, don't forget to claim access to your $297 in

Free Life Coach Training. More details at trainingtobealifecoach.com/freetraining
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There is a lot of information out there on life coaching, and as a business owner and now a full-time

Life Coach, the best decision I made regarding my career was to utilize Mitch and David's methods.

I spent a year researching trainers and techniques and found Mitch and David's concepts to be the

best. They cover the what and why of being a life coach, and importantly for me, they give you the

practical steps that will help you turn it into a reality. Not only is their material great, Mitch and David

are genuine. They more than delivered what they promised. Thanks to their teaching, I have

successfully transitioned from a business that I was good at but didn't fulfill me to one that I spent

years dreaming about and absolutely love. So if I can save you some time, these guys are the real

deal and their book will motivate and give you the answers you need.

Here's what's awesome about this book. It's not filled with theory and hype. It's practical and you

can take what you've read and apply it immediately. The stories are insightful, the activities are

based on real life and already tested and the ideas will fire you up.And if you're on the fence about

whether or not this is the right career shift for you or just getting started-- the questions and

exploration should help clarify things for you.I'd highly recommend this book if it costs $19.99 but for

99 cents -- it's a steal!

I'm biased. I'll say it up front. I trained through Mitch and David and continue to learn through the

Mastermind group, podcasts and ongoing web posts. I love that Mitch and David created a book

that encapsulated the Elite Life Coach training process. Beyond the contents of the book itself there

is more to learn from their online tools and videos. Thanks for openly sharing tips and tricks,

personal experiences with coaching real clients to achieve real goals (Dreams), and your

willingness "out yourselves" about what worked well (and what didn't) as you were learning and



growing your practices.

This book drives home whether or not life coaching as a career, is for you. They are clear, concise,

and knowledgeable about what life coaching entails and what kind of person it takes to thrive in this

business. After years of searching and wearing many "hats" I have finally found my life's purpose

and am happy to say that after doing my homework I will also be pursuing training from them. They

do not overload with needless information but keep their powerful, useful tools and guidance

straightforward.

This was a birthday gift for my brother-in-law's 70th birthday which we celebrated in style last

week-end. He is a dynamo who still works full-time as the IT guru he's been throughout his career.

He is, however, planning to retire in a few years and is exploring becoming a life coach for the next

phase of his life. He said this book was a great gift and he's excited about reading it. I am glad I

found this book as he begins his research for a big life change.

Mitch and David offer the most practical set of questions and perspective I've found when

considering whether or not to become a life coach. Truly, there's nothing out there that is as helpful

or immediately useful. They clearly explain what coaching is (and isn't) and ask the reader to

explore if this line of work is really what they want instead of presenting a pie-in-the-sky celebration

of their chosen occupation and certification program (that book would be titled, Justifying Our

Profession).Many people begin pursuing a career with only a superficial understanding of what the

work entails or their reasons for choosing that field. By the time you finish reading Become a Life

Coach, you'll know whether or not you want to... and why!

Honestly, coaching is hard work! I've been "half" coaching, and I needed to get really clear in

becoming a coach full time. Mitch is so straight forward with what it takes, and really encourages

you to get real by not just asking vitally important questions, but inviting you to journal them. The

book is also crystal clear that certification is not required while offering the opportunity to train with

them. It is an honest no BS look at what coaching is and the kind of work you need to put into it.

All of Mitch and David's Life Coach Training materials are excellent! They absolutely know what

they are doing, and this book is no different. It's a fast and easy read, and absolutely worth the time

and money. Definitely highly recommended!
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